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MATHEMATICS 
ON A GENERALIZED H-FUNCTION TRANSFORM 
BY 
C. M. JOSH1 AND M. L. PRAJAPAT 
(Communicated by Prof. C. J. BOUWKAM P at the meeting of September 28, 1975) 
In the present note we introduce a double integral transform whose 
kernel is the generalized H-function of two variables. Many special 
fun&ions that occur in problems of Applied Mathematics and Analysis 
can be expressed in terms of the generalized H-function; various integral 
transforms involving these fun&ions as kernel follow as special cases of 
our transform. It is observed that a systematic study of this transform 
is expected to yield quite general and useful results which will serve as 
key formula for various known integral transforms. In particular, herein 
we shall discuss cases of reducibility of the transform defined by (1.1) 
to vsrious known transforms in two vsriables and solve the integral 
equation (1.1) for the unknown function /(x, y) in terms of its imsge 
v%f:L?bal* 
1. DEFINITION 
We define *) the H-function transform of two variables by means of 
the integral : 
where H[;] denotes the modified H-function in two arguments as defined 
in [3]. Here as well as in what follows, the sequence {(aPI, A,,)) stands 
for the set of pi ordered pairs (ai, Ai), (as, As), . . . . (aPI, A,,) and so on. 
The integral in (1.1) makes sense when ~1, pz, ~3, ql, q-z, qs, m2, nz~, 
n2 and n3 are non-negative integers and satisfy: 
*) The definition employed herein is slightly at varimce with that used in 
MUNOT and KALLA [S], although the function is essentially the same. 
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all the a’s, b’s, c’s, d’s, e’s, f’s are either complex or real numbers and 
all the A’s, B’s, C’s, D’s, E’s, P’s are real and positive and further that 
Re @) > 0, Re (a) > 0, Iarg PI < !&, Iarg qI < &+l, 
where 21 and ~1 are given by 
I 
Al=(- $A,- 5 Bj+ 2 C,- $ Cj+ r” Dj- s Dj)>O, 
1 1 1 me+1 1 ne+1 
pl=(-- $ Aj- $ Bj+ “F Ej- ; Ej+ $ Fj- $ F,)>o, 
%l+1 1 
(1.2) 
%+I 
1 Aj+ z 1 C,- 8 Bj- 2 1 Dj<O, 
\ 
$ Aj+ $ Ej- $ Bj- 8 Fj<O, 
and f(2, y) is such that for 61> 0, 8s> 0 
aPl(~~,yde(ff/p')f(X,Y)EL(O,8), 8>0, i=l, 2,...,nz;j=l,2,...,na. 
We shall denote the integral equation (1.1) symbolically by 
(1.3) 
2. SPECIAL CASES OF THE INTEGRAL TRANSFORM (1.1) 
(i) A double integral transform involving a product of two H-functions : 
If we set pi =ql= 0, I=,u =& =82= 1, the generalized H-function in 
(1.1) reduces to the double integral transform involving a product of two 
H-functions defined by GUPTA and MATHTJR ([2], pp. 77-78), viz., 
where 
Re @) > 0, Re (a) > 0, larg PI < && kg PI < 3~1 i 
21 and ,ul having the same meaning as before with pi =QI = 0. 
(ii) Varma’s tiansform of two variables: 
If we set 
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p1=ql=W&2=??&=0, n2=n3=q2=q3=2, p3=1)3=l, 
Cm=Dg,=E,=F,=l, A=p=d1=82=1, CI=M--K++, 
el=Ml-&+Q, &=2&l, f1=2M1, f2=&=0 
and employ the formula 
(2.2) H 2, 0 1, 2 
[I x (Z-;2+1, 
(~~pu+~~ 
1) 1 
1) 
=x1 e-(W) W,, (2) 
we obtain 
(2.3) 
I 
$[f : p, q] =pq $ $ (p~)~--+ (qy)%-* e--+-+q~ x 
x WK,M(PX) ~Kl,Ml(PY)f(X~ YPXdY 
where Re @) > 0, Re (q) > 0 and we recall it as Varma’s transform of two 
vsriables [a]. 
(iii) Meijer-Bessel transform of two variables : 
If we set 
p1=q1=mz=m3=pz=p3=0, A=/J=-&, C,,=Dq2=E,,=Fq3=+, 
d1=$+v/2, d2=$-v/2, f1=&+$, f2=i-f 
I 
and use the relation 
(2.4) H 
2, 0 
0,2 x [ I( 
;+t*;,t )I = 4x’+) K,( 22)) 
(1.1) reduaes to Meijer-Bessel transform of two variables studied by 
RATHIE [6], viz., 
(2.5) $[f: P, d= ; 2Pq T [ (P4’ (PY)fK,(Pz)K,(qy)f(z, ?l)d~+/ 
where Re (p) > 0, Re (q) > 0. 
3. THE INVERSION FORMULA 
The theorem below gives a solution of the integral equation (l.l), 
solved for the unknown function f(x, y) in terms of its image $[f: p, q]. 
THEOREM. If 
#[f: P, al : fb Y) 
then 
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(3.1) -- 
a+im u’+(oo d y-Y-kF(h, k) dhdk 
f@ y)- (A,2 .-s,oD Jim Hl Ad1 [I ' Pd2 
where 
(3.2) 
and 
(3.3) 
F(h, k) = 7 [ e-~~p-h-l e-QY q-k-1 $[f : p, q]dpdq 
Ad1 HI 62 Ll =H0,0;~2+1,n2;~3+1,~3 ~l,Q1;~2+1,q2;1)3+1,q3 
1 
Ad1 #%l, A& {hl, B,l)) 
/f2 (h ‘d, {bh %2)1; w2, W) 
(h W, b2, &d); UB, %)I 1 3 
provided that Re (2) > 0, Re (y) > 0 end the generalized Laplace transform 
of f(X, y) exists. 
To prove the theorem, we shall require the following. 
LEMMA. Let Re (A’) > 0, Re (,u’) > 0, 
$ AI+ z C,- 2 B3- 2 D3<0, z AI+ 2 E3- 2 B3- $ F3<0, 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Iaxg 7 I < &d-z and larg 51~ &Z~Z where 22 and ,u2 are given by 
A2=( 3 Al- $ A3- 2 B3+ F C,- 2 C,+ z D3- 2 D3)>0 
1 q+1 1 1 “2+1 1 
(3.4) 
%+I 
,uz=( 3 A3- 2 AI- ? B3+ z E3- $ E,+ 2 F3- 5 F3)>0 
1 ml+1 1 1 %i+1 1 ng+l 
Ir 
{(%s Am)), {(bul, Bu,)} 
(3.5) 
('~4~' {(cm C,,,), ((42, W} 
(cy)d2 {(eP2, J%& {(fu2, G,)} 1 dxdy 
H ml,O;%+l,n2;m3+1,n3 (v/n’ Jdl 
p1,q1;p2+~, q2;1)3+1,q3 (UP’ Id2 
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PROOF OF THE LEMMA. The lemma is established by expressing the 
H-function of two variables on the left by its oontour-integral repre- 
sentation as given in [3], interchanging the order of integration which 
is justified due to the absolute convergence of the integrals involved in 
the process, and evaluating the inner integral with the help of 
T e-pt tn dt = n! @)-m-l, Re @) > 0. 
PROOF OF (3.1). From (l.l), we have 
(3.6) 
(@.)dl &h, 41% mm 41)) ’ 
(pqy)d2 
C(CP2, GJ2)); wJ2, 472)) f(xs YP=JY 4?&7. 
{(epgp J%dl; Uhs, G4 1 1 
Changing the order of integration which is justified by virtue of de la 
Vallee Poussin’s theorem ([l], p. 504) as the integrals involved in the 
process are absolutely oonvergent under the conditions stated earlier and 
evaluating the inner integral with the aid of (3.5), we have 
(3.7) F(h,k)=Hl “; 7 y 
Gl 
39-l y”-1 f(z, y)dzdy 
0 0 
which, by an appeal to REED’S theorem ([7], p. 566), will then lead us 
to the desired result. 
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